Below are Posts that were posted at Freepopinion.com from the University of Dearborn Library were Cyberstalking has been ongoing from and since June 2006--
This is a literal fact
Gang Stalking Tactic's are employed here every single time this woman is at at place weir they are no immediate witness/and she is surveilled on this campuses every where she goes.
They wait until she leave's the Campus before they start their more Personal tactic's using People she doe's not know

Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn Mi/Your Tax Dollar's Used to cover it up LITERALLY:
Good Morning Fellow TaxPayer's I liked the post above"larym wrote:
Let’s remember, no matter what bill you send to her, her unions (with our money) MUST be taken care of.
Granholm I highly suspect is connected to a network of rouge Corrupt people this Im sure include's alot of her administartion/she is wired in and probably her own election victory was orchestrated through corrupt election manuver's:
See when we have a collective thought one that is very networked we dispense these network's into all aspect's of Governemnt and when a JOB is needed to be expedited their Network is activated:
I am not speaking Rhetoric I am speaking from 100 % pure experience:When we experience something it become's factual/Part of History/It the expeirance is a reality that was formed thru the collective action's of this network:Granholm Woman Tortured in Dearborn
See Nxt PST

10/16/2009 12:31:12 p.m. EDT
Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn Mi/Your Tax Dollar's Used to cover it up LITERALLY:Continuation of 12:31:12 Post:A freind of the Woman who was tortured in Dearborn Michigan was tortured thru a network of Community Zealot’s:I implore you to go to Google and type in GANGSTALKING:The victim won a legal action against Dearborn City Hall in 1998:They in turn retaliated with GANGSTALKING tactic's that began in 2002:This lapse of 4 year's was enough time for them to situate themelve's into Apartment's adjacent to this victim and in the meantime of these four Year's they collected personnal information about the victim as a precept on how to use Psychological Tactic's among other's to were her down to the point she had to call 911 many time's.
All of these tactic's can literally be found on the Internet thru GoogleingGangStalking.Then they used Corrupt Mental Health official's from County Funded Hospitals’ to literally and deliberatley give her false Mental Diagnoses
See Nxt Pst

10/16/2009 12:41:03 p.m. EDT
Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn Mi/Your Tax Dollar's Used to cover it up LITERALLY:Continuation of 12:41:03 Post:And here you have your network of 1 single colective group.Mentioned in
12:31:12 post-See alot of GangStalking Tactic's are used to Psychologically harrass and intimidate people they target:The GangStalking tactic's used on this
Woman were "Direct Conversaion's Tactic's"
"Stalking & Surveillance 24/7"Theft and Delayment of Mail" Postal Employee involvement"Intimidation Tactic's" Stageing Street Theater's -Skit's and Witnesses"Assault"Theft soicitng help thru Community member's thru slander Campaignh's and money.Soliciting help thru Slander Campaignh's at Place's the Victim run's to for resource's and support.This is a tactic their currently attempting to utilize. Outnote Social Service's Salvation Army/homeless Shelter's were the GangStalker's literally interject themselfe's in to the population of these place's were they continue their tactic's/Victim

Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn Mi/Your Tax Dollar's Used to cover it up LITERALLY: Continuation on 12:53:14 Post.See they belive they have accumulated enough false Diagnoses because they kept this thing Goin from 2002 on: This was their original motive with this Woman/Drive her crazy she run's to County Paid Hospitals' they deliberately Document False diagnoses/and thru their non stop onslaught of tehir tactic's they kept petentiating Powerlessness and helplessness in this woman"Deafetedness she run's to the Hospital again and boom they have 1 more documentation. This woman Discoved what GangStalking is on June 09 2009 on the inetmet at a public libray.She was looking up information on the Web about teh Government using Corrupt Mental Health official's and saw a web Page that featured it.She already knew she was being stalked so she reviewed it and it was for her like a christmas Day literally:Practically every single Tactic described was already in her written Timeline.

10/16/2009 1:01:28 p.m. EDT

Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn Mi/Your Tax Dollar's Used to cover it up LITERALLY: Continuation of 1:01:28-Now here is another very important section of event's that have been going on. This woman went to a University close to wheir she was staying to start a Timeline of Torture thru several email account's she wanted copie's because they have stolen from her so many time's she wanted copie's in case they try to close certain email account's that were almost finished. The GangStalker's then Solicited employee's of this libray Probably thru Slander Campaignh's and there Community Postion's Police and more "WHich will be discussed in another Post"to asst them in their Tactic's in a effort to continue to wheir this woman down. So in turn these library staff member's engaged in Dirct Converstaion tactic's toward the Victim and around the victim: See DirectConversation Tactic's in GangStalking a very Powerful tool they used against this victim to solicit extreme stress. NXT PST

10/16/2009 1:12:43 p.m. EDT

Learning Disabled Woman Tortured in Dearborn Mi/Your Tax Dollar's Used to cover it up LITERALLY: Gang Stalking Tactic's are Literally used by the Police and the Government their also used by Corporation's. The university is a Corporation with alot of Money.. This is know about Protecting theimage of Dearborn the University The career's of the people she has on Audio, Prison term's, This is about protecting The United State's Post Office's image because 2 Postal Supervisor's aided and abbeded these perpetrar0's back in 2004-2005-2006. The Post Master was written in 2006 By the Victim They never once approached here. The FBI was given a section of a written Timeline of Torture in July 2006: Their Fedaeral toAll of these agencie's are Goerneemen connected either thru a network or funded by the Governeemen with Administartion's that are hungry bfor the Fedaeral Dollar's they recive Heritage Hospital,Circle of Life,KingsWood Detroit Receiving. This woman is being GangStalking by Tax Dollar's
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